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You are invited to ‘The Power of Your Mind to Heal Your Body’ a unique healthYou are invited to The Power of Your Mind to Heal Your Body  a unique health 
and wellness breakthrough event at Unique Mindcare, 1900 St. James Place, 
Suite 800, Houston 77056, on April 10, 2012 at 7.30 pm.

Houston, Texas, USA, 03.29.12 – Join us for a stimulating evening with world renowned Doctors Nancy White 

and John Demartini as they discuss how the power of your mind can heal your body. This is a journey 

investigating the connection between the mind and body and its impact on the quality of your life. It will answer the 

question of how your life perspectives directly impact how you feel.  Dr. White and Dr. Demartini will show you 

how to unleash greater energy and mental vitality; how to rebuild your body’s health and then take your physical 

wellness to a whole new level of peak performance. This is part of Unique Mindcare’s ongoing ‘Future of Health’ 

presentation series.

Houston’s own Doctor John Demartini is a world renowned human behavioral specialist, founder of the Demartini 

Institute and a best selling author and business consultant working with CEOs, celebrities and sports 

personalities. He provides practical solutions to life’s challenges.

Doctor Nancy White, founder of Unique Mindcare has been doing this for over thirty years with excellent 

results. She is a native of Houston and she is a pioneer and a recognized leader in the field of Applied 

Neuroscience.

Here’s why you should consider doing a story about us.

At Unique Mindcare we are committed to developing programs that balance the mind and body because we q p g p g y

believe in the power of the mind to heal the body. Our unique modern functional health approach addresses all
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the underlying causes or disturbances that interrupt a normal and healthy life style. Our state of the art facility and 

innovative medication free focus on health and wellness is the only one of its kind in the city. 

We're unique. Our state of the art facility and innovative medication free approach to health and wellness is the 

only one of its kind in the city. And we have the endorsement of such world renowned wellness experts as Doctor 

Sandra Rose Michael, inventor of the Energy Enhancement System and Houston's own Doctor John Demartini, 

an international  expert on human behavior. Our goal is to support Houston as a world leader in medicine and to p g pp

make our city a recognized global center for holistic health and wellness.

At Unique Mindcare, we believe that true health begins by identifying all of the underlying conditions that are 

creating health issues.  That’s why we are dedicated to addressing all of life’s issues with a modern functional 

health approach. We are committed to developing and teaching wellness programs to enhance your life while 

decreasing your dependency on medication. At Unique Mindcare, we believe in the power of the mind to heal the 

body. That’s why we do things naturally and without medication. We begin by restoring and retraining the 

resources in your brain and body that drive optimum performance in all areas of your life. If you are looking for a 

way to improve any aspect of your life without medication, we encourage you to talk to us. 

We can help your children feel better about themselves, get along better with others and perform consistently at p y , g g p y

their peak level. We promote balance in the mind and body during their developmental years without medication. 

We help children and their families gain control over negative emotions related to stress and anxiety. We believe 

confident adults and children are more alert, and have higher expectations for their success. We help 

provide them a sense of believing in themselves. We can also help business executives and athletes consistently 

perform at their peak level.

Unique Mindcare teams up with world renowned experts in wellness management. Experts like Doctor John 

Demartini of the Demartini Institute and Doctor Rose Michael of Energy Enhancement Systems. Dr Demartini is 

considered one of the world's leading authorities on human behavior and personal development and a star of the 

acclaimed global phenomenon, the Secret. He is the founder of the Demartini Institute, a private research and 

education organization with a curriculum of over 72 different courses covering multiple aspects of human g g p p

development. His trademarked methodologies, the Demartini Method and the Demartini Value Determination, are 

the culmination of 39 years of cross-disciplinary research and study. His work has been incorporated into human 

development industries across the world. For over 15 years Doctor Sandra Rose Michael has worked with leading 

scientists, physicists, physicians and world leaders in developing a bio-scalar technology designed to increase 

cellular energy and homeostasis, increase optimal transmembrane potential and promote healthy cells and 

organs to help us live longer healthier lives without medication. 
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We team up with great companies like Nexalin Technology and Brainpaint. Nexalin provides a natural frequency 

that will promote balance in the brain by normalizing neurochemistry. This unique therapy will restore resources 

that enhance brain performance. The effect is long lasting and is FDA approved. The Nexalin experience is a 

soothing and calming way to reset your life and get the most out of every day. Brainpaint is a leading edge 

technology that focuses on neurofeedback, a process that provides feedback on brain activity to retrain and 

balance functional brain wave patterns. It is a proven form of brain exercise enabling you to retrain resources and 

brainwaves that will improve memory, concentration and focus.p y,

Mark White’s work is based on the belief that people want to be happy, effective and successful in their lives, and 

that they already possess within themselves every resource they require to achieve these goals. Mark believes 

that the broad array of services and counseling that Unique Mindcare offers can help individuals effectively use 

their own resources to promote self-understanding and stable health. This understanding will then create the path 

to the lives they desire, and will eventually attain in the Unique Mindcare model. He believes the resources at 

unique Mindcare will support a quality of decision-making by his clients that will help them to overcome their 

problems. Mark’s recent creation of clinical models utilizing the new Nexalin Technology and Neurotherapy has 

positioned Unique Mindcare as the forerunner nationally for all consulting aspects related to the use of these two 

therapies in a clinical application.

At Unique Mindcare we create positive and long lasting changes in adults and children with innovative treatments 

that achieve amazing results without the dependency on medication.
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